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Abstract

This study showed the possibility of using a sub-terahertz (THz) traveling-wave tube (TWT) via measuring the transmission characteristics and TWT performance of the circuit by applying X-ray LIGA, a micro-fabrication process, to the interaction circuit. The applied circuit type, an E-bend folded waveguide, is a simple structure most suitable for lithography. A total of three applied frequencies were used the W-band, G-band, and 850 GHz. Among the manufactured circuits, the W-band circuit was applied to the TWT, one of the vacuum electronics devices (VEDs). This was done to prove the manufacturing accuracy of the circuit by comparing the nonlinear characteristics of the circuit with the prediction results. Through such testing, the small signal gain was measured as 13 ± 2 dB under the conditions of 13.96-kV and 24.2-mA electron beam energy. The frequency bandwidth was extremely wide, about 9 GHz, and showed similar characteristics to the simulation predictions. The maximum output of the device was obtained up to 1 W or more at 87.12 GHz by slightly increasing the beam current. These characteristic achievements showed the suitability of the TWT for very small circuits fabricated using the X-ray LIGA process, further suggesting the applicability of other sub-THz bands.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a vacuum tube such as a traveling-wave tube (TWT), extended interaction oscillator (EIO), and extended interaction klystron (EIK) that uses a linear beam, the size of the circuit becomes very small as the frequency increases [1]. Interaction circuits above sub-terahertz (THz) have a μm-unit circuit size; thus, there is a limit to such general machining. Therefore, micro-fabrication processes such as X-ray/UV lithography, electroplating, and polymer replication (LIGA), deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), nano-computer numerical control (CNC), 3D printing, and wire-electrical discharge machining (EDM) have been used to fabricate circuits [2]. Of these, we fabricated circuits using the X-ray LIGA process with good verticality because it has a simple structure in the form of a folded waveguide. We sought to check the applicability of sub-THz bands by making circuits not only in the W-band but also in the G-band and 850-GHz frequency band.

In this paper, circuits of various sub-THz frequencies were fabricated using the X-ray LIGA process and cold-tested to analyze transmission characteristics. Among them, the W-band circuit was composed of TWT designed to interact with the linear electron beam; the operation’s functioning an amplifier was verified by performing a hot test.
II. DESIGN

The interaction circuit for the sub-THz TWT applied a folded waveguide structure, which is the simplest structure that can be easily used for X-ray LIGA processing. In this circuit, the rectangular waveguide is periodically structured as an E-bend and operates in the lowest TE_{01} mode. This circuit structurally delays the electromagnetic wave so that it interacts with the electron beam. It shows amplification characteristics by energy conversion in the synchronization of the phase velocity between the electron beam and the electromagnetic wave. This circuit has broadband characteristics and is synchronized over a relatively wide frequency range [3]. The basic structure was designed using the folded waveguide dispersion relationship and beam equation [4]. The length and structure of the circuit were designed by analyzing the nonlinear characteristics using the particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation code, considering the gains. The circuits were optimized as a two-stage structure with a total of 78 periods. In this circuit, the first stage has 29 periods, and the second stage has 49 periods. This is a structure that allows for stable operation without oscillation even when the gain is further increased [5]. The design parameters of circuits optimized with this structure are shown in Fig. 1. The W-band circuit is small at several hundred micrometers (μm), but in the case of 850 GHz, it is a very challenging value because it is small to 30 μm.

The designed circuit was manufactured by applying the X-ray LIGA process with a high aspect ratio and high accuracy, as general machining is less accurate than micro-fabrication [6, 7]. The X-ray LIGA for circuit fabrication proceeds through a four-step process. First, the positive photoresist (PR) applied to the copper base was exposed to X-rays through a gold-plated patterned X-ray mask. Second, the area around the exposed PR pattern was etched with a developer. Next, the existing copper is filled with copper plating around the patterned PR. Fig. 2 shows the circuits of the sub-THz band manufactured using this microfabrication process. As shown in this figure, not only can patterns with 270-μm spacing in the W-band circuit be manufactured without issues, but the same is true of very small patterns, with up to 30-μm spacing, in the 850-GHz band circuit. These circuits are patterned extremely precisely, and the tolerance for part of the circuit is ±1 μm [8].

Beam-tunnel processing was not included in the sub-THz circuit manufactured using the X-ray LIGA process. Because X-ray LIGA is a method of etching after exposure, only vertical pattern processing is possible. Therefore, the W-band circuit used to compose the TWT was processed by applying beam tunnel processing as an additional profile CNC process. This beam tunnel processing is applicable up to an 850-GHz circuit. Fig. 2(c) shows the completed W-band circuit. As shown in this figure, the folded waveguide pattern designed using the X-ray LIGA process was accurately produced, and the beam tunnel was also well machined. The processed circuit was aligned using the alignment pins so that the beam tunnel and input/output waveguide were positioned normally. In addition, we tried to verify the performance of these circuits by measuring the transmission characteristics and conducting electron-beam experiments.

First, the frequency transmission characteristics of the fabricated circuit were measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA) to measure the similarity with the designed circuit. Among the circuits, only the transmission characteristics of the W-band and G-band were measured using a VNA. Because it is extremely difficult to configure a measurement system to measure 850-GHz circuits, there was a limit to measuring all circuits. The fabricated 850-GHz circuit is meaningful in that it was
shown to make it possible to manufacture a very small structure highly accurately.

The transmission characteristics of the W-band and G-band circuits were measured with a two-port system as shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). First, the W-band circuit was measured with a WR-10 waveguide extension (Anritsu, 3743A) using a VNA (Anritsu, MS4647B). The loss of the circuit calculated from the measured data was 0.42 dB/cm. The G-band circuit was measured with WR-3 (OML, V05VNA2-T/R-A) and WR-5 (OML, V03VNA2-T/R-A) waveguide extensions using PNA (Agilent, N5242A). The loss of the circuit calculated from the measured data was 1.57 dB/cm. As shown in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d), the measured transmission characteristics of the circuit were similar to the frequency bandwidth predicted by simulator (High Frequency Structure Simulator; Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). However, there was a slight difference between the simulation and measurement of the transmission characteristics. There are two main reasons for this: the first is the decrease in conductivity due to the surface roughness of the circuits, and the second is the problem of misalignment in the arrangement of the measurement ports. These problems were verified by electromagnetic wave simulation [8].

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurement of the frequency characteristics of the fabricated sub-THz circuits has limitations in terms of its producing a practically accurate characteristic analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to check the output characteristics using the interactions between the electron beams and radiofrequency (RF). The circuit characteristics can be predicted through comparison using simulation. Among the fabricated sub-THz circuits, the folded waveguide TWT was constructed by applying the W-band circuit.

We prepared the simplest experimental configuration to verify the circuit performance as an amplifier. Fig. 4 shows the overall configuration of the W-band TWT. The applied parts of the TWT were as follows. The diode-type Pierce gun for linear beams was assembled by hand in the laboratory using a bolt-and-nut combination method without brazing. The cathode and heater assembly used included an M-type cathode from HeatWave Labs Inc. The emission area was 2.54 mm², and the current density was 2 A/cm². A solenoidal magnet was used for the magnetic field circuit to control the electron beam. The electromagnet focused the magnetic field with a pole-piece and changed the current of three coils to obtain a flat magnetic field.
In this case, the flat magnetic field was 4.8 kG, and the total length was about 60 mm. The installed vacuum window was not a typical pillbox type but the mica vacuum window in which a very thin dielectric is inserted. It is the simplest structure that can be operated by pulse operation. The window had a very wide broadband characteristic of about 40 GHz with return loss under $-10$ dB. The collector was made of oxygen-free high-conductivity copper (OFHC) in the form of a simple cylinder. It was designed to naturally spread the electron beam by reducing the magnetic field at the end of the circuit. The collision electron beam was designed so that the maximum unit area does not exceed 0.5 kW/cm². Furthermore, 2 L/s and 200 L/s pumps were configured on the collector side and the electron gun side, respectively, to maintain high vacuum. The tube was freestanding within the electromagnet bore. It may be necessary to adjust the axis of the tubing to adjust the beam alignment. These tube components were baked out between 100°C and 150°C before final assembly with the electromagnet. This was sufficient processing for the pulse experiment.

First, before operating the TWT, an electron beam emission test was conducted to verify the performance of the electron gun. The characteristics of the electron beam were measured and analyzed in two ways. One method entailed measuring the amount of current with the induced current of the cathode line, and the other method was to image and check the size and intensity. The amount of current was easily measured by connecting a current transformer (CT)-type Pearson coil to an oscilloscope. The electron beam was visualized by combining a 2.7-inch flanged viewport and a phosphor screen coated with ZnS(Ag) at the collector position.

The electromagnet for focusing the electron beam applied 96 A to each coil to create a flat magnetic field of 4.8 kG. The electron gun was operated with a short pulse of high voltage using a modulator (ETM, HVP4081), and the emission test was conducted while gradually increasing the voltage. The electron beam emission test result is shown in Fig. 5, indicating the amount of emitted electron beam current according to the voltage applied to the electron gun. The emission current of the electron gun was predicted according to the Child–Langmuir equation:

$$I = \frac{PV^{3/2}}{Z},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $P$ is the perveance of the electron gun. The perveance calculated by the E-gun simulation was 0.0256 μP under normal operating conditions. The calculated perveance predicted the emission current, showing similar characteristics to the measured emission current as depicted in the graph. The results of the test confirmed that the electron beam was emitted up to 57 mA under the condition of a maximum voltage of $-17$ kV. The emitted and focused electron beam passes through the beam tunnel and finally hits the phosphor screen to emit blue light. The intensity of the brightness depends on the energy level of the electron beam. Changes appearing on the phosphor screen make it possible to roughly predict electron beam intensity, size, and alignment. Fig. 6 shows the visualized characteristic difference between the high-energy electron beam and the low-energy electron beam. The size and alignment of the electron beam could be roughly predicted, but it was important that the actual circuit was positioned accurately. Therefore, the alignment and control of the electron beam was performed after precise circuit arrangement.

The configured TWT was prepared for a hot test experiment to verify the amplification performance of the electromagnetic waves by emitting electron beams. Fig. 7 shows the practical experimental setup. In this system, a high voltage was applied to the cathode using an ETM modulator to emit the electron beam, and a high current was applied to a coil using a high-current power supply to focus the electron beam. The input power for the TWT was provided by solid-state amplifier modules. The input source of the amplifier multiplier chain (AMC) from Millisys (Gwangju, Korea) provided up to 20 dBm of power from 85 to 96 GHz. The output power of the

![Fig. 5. Electron beam test results of the electron gun installed with the traveling-wave tube. The red dots represent the emission currents obtained through the experiment, and the blue line is the predicted value calculated by perveance.](image)

![Fig. 6. Phosphor screen electron beam collision imaging as dependent on energy intensity: (a) high-energy beam and (b) low-energy beam.](image)
input source differs depending on the frequency change, so the directional coupler was connected to monitor the input power to the TWT in real time. The output signal of the TWT was branched to a directional coupler and measured by a Schottky diode–type detector. The electron beam transmission efficiency was obtained by calculating the emission current and collection current measured by the Pearson coil. The TWT was tested using two pulse timings to clearly observe its operation as an amplifier. Therefore, high-voltage timing and RF timing applied differently. This made it easy to distinguish RF amplification and oscillation phenomena in the TWT hot test.

After the electron beam test, the TWT circuit was installed in the tubing and assembled with an electromagnet. In order to optimize the alignment, the assembly tolerance of each part was brought to within 10 μm while assembling the electron gun directly in the lab. The anode was placed at the tip of the electron gun, which was directly connected to the circuit through physical alignment. Before that, the circuit was aligned to the center of the tubing, and we sought to have an error of about 10 μm. Significant effort was put into alignment during the installation process, but the maximum electron beam transmission efficiency was possible up to about 50%. Indeed, it is not easy to precisely pass an electron beam about the thickness of a hair through a circuit. This transmission problem may be due to very slight misalignment between the electron beam and the circuitry. A hot test was conducted to verify the performance of the TWT under this electron beam condition, and the results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The gain at saturated power had a characteristic degradation due to the small electron beam current. Therefore, we tried to confirm the amplification performance and broadband characteristics of the circuit by analyzing the small signal gain. In this condition, the operating voltage was $-13.96$ kV, and the beam current was 24 mA. As shown in Fig. 8(a), when a low input signal, represented by the blue line, was applied, the small signal gain was about $13 \pm 2$ dB, as depicted by the red line. The TWT input power showed non-flat power characteristics due to the characteristics of the drive amplifier. For this reason, it is difficult to represent the exact frequency bandwidth of the gain.

Therefore, we must refer to the bandwidth for the saturated output power in Fig. 8(b). In this condition, the bandwidth was shown to be about 9 GHz, also showing similar characteristics to the simulation results at the lowered electron beam current of 24 mA. In the simulation (CTS Studio Suite – Charged Particle...
Simulation; Dassault Systèmes, Paris, France), the input power was fixed at 20 dBm. The orange line indicates the condition that the electron beam is in the center, and the green line is the output characteristic of the offset electron beam. Compared with this result, when analyzed, the measured result showed that the electron beam was offset, while the transmission efficiency decreased. Here, the performance at high frequencies varied, but this was due to performance degradation at high frequencies of the drive power. Similarly, the low frequency measurement output was due to the slightly higher input power. These similar characteristics confirmed the amplification performance as well as the transmission characteristics according to the precision processing of the W-band circuit.

Additionally, the limited output power of the circuit could be increased by increasing the beam current. Such evidence shows that with increasing beam current, the circuit output power increased without saturation, as shown in Fig. 9. Since the electron beam transmission current efficiency cannot be adjusted, the heater temperature was increased to obtain a larger collection current. As a result, when the collector current was 25.2 mA, it showed the device output power characteristics of 1 W or more. Furthermore, this showed that an output of several watts (W) or more is not problematic if sufficient electron beam current is supplied. Of course, this requires improvement of the electron beam stick alignment.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The sub-THz circuits were successfully fabricated by applying X-ray LIGA, one of the micro-fabrication processes. This represents one way to more accurately process a smaller circuit size as the frequency increases. The applied interaction circuits were the W-band, G-band, and 850 GHz among sub-THz frequencies, and each was designed and precisely manufactured. In the 850-GHz frequency band, the transmission characteristics were not measured due to the absence of measurement equipment, but it showed a highly accurate processing error of about ±1 μm. Instead, the transmission characteristics of the W-band and G-band could be measured in full frequency using VNA. As a result of measuring the transmission characteristics among the manufactured circuits, the W-band and G-band showed circuit loss of 0.42 dB/cm and 1.57 dB/cm, respectively.

Among the manufactured circuits, the W-band circuit was applied to the TWT to verify the nonlinear operating characteristics as an interaction circuit. The simplest type of mica window was applied to the RF vacuum window, and the electron-beam focusing was controlled by an electromagnet. A linear beam-type Pierce gun was applied to the W-band TWT, and operation performance up to 50 mA was verified. Although precise alignment was attempted for the TWT combining circuits, the electron beam test results showed that the electron beam transmission efficiency was a maximum of 50%. As a result of the hot test, the small signal gain showed a characteristic of 13 ± 2 dB under the electron beam of 24.2 mA. As well, the bandwidth was measured at about 9 GHz and showed characteristics similar to the output results predicted in the simulation. As a result of increasing the transmission electron beam by instantaneously increasing the temperature of the cathode heater, the output was measured up to 1 W, showing an increasing trend without saturation. This showed that greater power is also possible if the electron beam transmission efficiency is increased. The circuit processed by X-ray LIGA was successfully fabricated, and the TWT of the W-band was tested and compared with the simulation to show similar performance. This means that the circuit produced by the X-ray LIGA was produced considerably accurately, suggesting the possibility of extending the applied micro-fabrication process to other sub-THz frequencies.
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